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A new study on the Greenland Ice Sheet provides valuable insight on climate change, using unique
research methods to establish new estimates of ice loss for both modern and ancient times, says
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A new study on the Greenland Ice Sheet provides valuable insight on climate change, using
unique research methods to establish new estimates of ice loss for both modern and ancient
times, says UB geologist Beata Csatho, one of more than a dozen team members on the in‐
ternational project.
The research was published today in Science Advances. It was led by Shfaqat A. Khan of the National Space In‐
stitute at the Technical University of Denmark (DTU Space).
The study improves estimates of past and present-day ice loss by going deep -- by exploring the Earth's activity
beneath the Greenland Ice Sheet, says Csatho, professor of geology in the College of Arts and Sciences.
"This research is a great ﬁrst step toward better understanding how geologic processes below the surface of the
Earth inﬂuence ice loss and, ultimately, sea level rise," she says. "It opens up new opportunities for better under‐
standing how the ice sheet is changing and interacting with the rocky layers of the Earth below it."
She explains that the ice sheet sits on the Earth's solid crust, which is in turn perched atop a softer layer of rock
called the mantle. When the ice sheet loses ice, the crust underneath rises up -- similar to the way in which a
compressed spring will bounce up when pressure is removed.
This uplift, called postglacial rebound, means that scientists can't measure how much an ice sheet is shrinking by
simply tracking changes in its surface elevation. They also must ﬁgure out how much of that elevation change is
caused by the bedrock rising.
The new research uses data from GPS stations ﬁxed on bedrock to capture the uplift process in unprecedented
detail, showing that earlier studies may have underestimated past and present-day mass loss, Csatho says.
The paper also hints that the mantle beneath Greenland is not uniform: The ice sheet's southeast region has ex‐
perienced unexpectedly rapid uplift rates of about 12 millimeters per year, suggesting the mantle may be hotter
and less viscous here, making it springier.
"It's a very exciting study," Csatho says. "It's a new and diﬀerent way of understanding the ice sheet and this crit‐
ical process of uplift."
Story Source:
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Figuring out How Fast Greenland Is Melting

July 5, 2017 — A new analysis of Greenland's past temperatures will help determine how fast the island's vast ice
sheet is melting. Other research shows the accelerated melting of Greenland's ice ... read more
Greenland on Thin Ice?

Dec. 7, 2016 — First-of-their-kind studies provide new insight into the deep history of the Greenland Ice Sheet,
looking back millions of years farther than previous techniques allowed. However, the two studies ... read more
Huge Ancient River Basin Explains Location of the World's Fastest Flowing Glacier
June 14, 2016 — An ancient basin hidden beneath the Greenland ice sheet may help explain the location, size
and velocity of Greenland's fastest ﬂowing outlet glacier. The research also provides an insight into ...
read more
3-D View of Greenland Ice Sheet Opens Window on Ice History

Jan. 23, 2015 — Scientists using ice-penetrating radar have created 3-D maps of the age of the ice within the
Greenland Ice Sheet. The new maps will aid future research to understand the impact of climate change on ...
read more
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